
Price List

€300,00
+iva

3 Hours of Session
€90,00 + iva each extra hour 

01 | SHOPPING TOUR

1 Hour of Session

02 | SHOPPING ON DEMAND

1h30 Hours of Session
Paper Color Palette

03 | COLOR  ANALYSIS 

This is a tour that is created by the personal shopper after
evaluating the customer's requests and can include shops,
outlets, shopping centers, boutiques and markets. In fact,
according to the requests, personalized shopping itineraries
are proposed that meet the individual needs of the customer.
The consultant will be able to satisfy every shopping need with
professionalism, style and exclusivity, allowing the customer
to optimize time and money in the best possible way.

Our Services

Color analysis test that aims to identify your "friendly" colors,
that is, those that best enhance the person. The test is based
on the study of the combination of skin, eyes and hair and is
carried out using special colored drapes. This analysis is
advisable for both men and women and is a point of reference
for what concerns clothing, make-up, hair and jewelry.
The chromatic test  can be held directly in the guest's room.

Shopping Tour

Shopping On Demand

Color Analysis

€100,00
+iva

€140,00
+iva

About Us

As a Personal shopper our goal is
to offer our customers a 360°
shopping experience aimed at
achieving their goals and needs.

This is a service that can be organized when the customer is not
available in person. The duty of the personal shopper is
researching  the most appropriate item according to his need.s
This service can be done on commission.

€ 360,00

€ 110,00

€ 150,00

€ 100,00



- Shopping tour has a minimum
duration of 3h and can be held
from Sunday to Friday from 10:30
to 19:00 (tour closing time).

-The rate of the shopping tour is
referred to a maximum of 2 pax

-From the 4th hour, the rate is
€90/h + VAT

- Coffee break and a preliminary
consultancy call are included.
Transportation and meals are Not
included 

- Shopping tour in the major Outlet
Mall are also possible, but the
minimum duration is 6 hours
(including the roundtrip).
The rate is 500€ + VAT (max 2 pax)

Andrea D'Antuono

Paola Percoco

€ 100,00/h

€550




